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AN ITALIAN-SERBIAN SENTENCE ALIGNED PARALLEL LITERARY 

CORPUS 
 
Abstract. This article presents the construction and relevance of an Italian-Serbian sentence-aligned 
parallel corpus, delving into the aligned sentences in order to facilitate effective translation between the 
two languages. The parallel corpus serves as a valuable resource for language experts, researchers, and 
language enthusiasts, fostering a deeper understanding of linguistic nuances and cultural expressions. By 
bridging the gap between Serbian and Italian, this corpus opens new avenues for cross-cultural 
communication and collaboration, and ultimately contributes to the improvement of language-related 
applications and studies. In this paper we present the methodology of corpus building, statistics on corpus 
content, availability, sample queries and plans for future research. 
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1. Introduction 
 

The project originated from the exigency for resources dedicated to the investigation 
and examination of bilingual Italian-Serbian texts. The lack of corpus resources within 
the domain of foreign language teaching in Serbia, as well as the limited digital 
resources for teaching Serbian and Italian as foreign languages, inspired this project. 
The complex morphology of Serbian, such as declension issues, poses challenges for 
foreign students. In foreign language teaching, parallel corpora (texts existing in both 
languages and maintaining a translation relationship) are essential for acquiring 
morphosyntax and lexis, allowing contrastive analysis of language structures. This 
approach, as advocated by Sinclair [1] in the field of corpus linguistics, provides a 
comprehensive view of language. In translation teaching, parallel corpora aid in word 
sense disambiguation and defining polysemic lexicon, thereby mitigating the limitations 
inherent in bilingual dictionaries. Nevertheless, the scarcity of representative parallel 
corpora for major languages is noted. Krstev and Vitas [2] outline the sequential stages 
involved in constructing parallel corpus, encompassing text selection, pre-processing, 
alignment procedures and result verification. They delve into potential applications of 
such corpus, emphasizing the significance of utilization of corpora processing tools 
supported by language-specific modules.  

Existing corpora It-Sr-NER1  [3], although limited in size, have been proven 
valuable in language teaching, stimulating collaborative work and independent research. 
This bilingual Italian-Serbian corpus and supporting web services for annotating named 
entities in text, linking them to Wikidata and geoparsing, were developed by a team 
from the University of Turin and the Society for Language Resources and Technologies 
(JeRTeh) within the It-Sr-NER project and the CLARIN infrastructure's "Bridging 
Gaps" initiative. Professor Olja Perišić, from the University of Turin, initiated and led 
the project, and JeRTeh played a crucial role in service development. The first phase of 

                                                 
1
 https://jerteh.rs/index.php/it-sr-ner-3/  
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the project involved creating an Italian-Serbian corpus with 10,000 aligned segments 
from classic literature based on ten novels, covering works by Italian authors like 
Umberto Eco and Serbian authors including Ivo Andrić. This corpus, prepared in TMX 
(Translation Memory eXchange) format [4] using the ACIDE [5] application, served the 
project's main goal of annotating named entities, namely persons, places, organizations, 
demonyms, events, and works of art. The aim was to create web applications for 
monolingual and bilingual texts, particularly Italian-Serbian, within both CLARIN and 
JeRTeh platforms. The project's impact extends beyond Serbian-Italian, as the services 
process text in twenty-four different languages [6].   

The successful use of It-Sr-NER corpus was a motive to prepare a much larger 
corpus that would include more novels. This valuable resource was conveniently 
prepared by Prof. Saša Moderc, who has been aligning novels for a long period of time, 
with the goal of making them available to the wider professional and scientific 
audience. Section 2 presents the methodology of sentence aligning, metadata 
description, annotation description and formats used for corpus preparation. Section 3 
brings corpus overview with statistical information about corpus size and content, 
authors and translators statistics. Typical queries and frequency statistics are presented 
in Section 4. At the end, we make concluding remarks and present plans for future 
improvements. 

 
2. Methodology 

 
The methodology adopted in this project will be presented from two points of view: 
linguistic and technical. In the first part we will give the overview of text selection, 
digitization and text alignment. In the second part we will present transformation of 
word/excel tables into TMX and other formats required for platforms on which the 
corpus was made available. 

2.1 Text selection and corpus preparation. The interest in collecting texts of Serbian 
and Italian literary works and their translations into Italian and Serbian, respectively, 
emerged about a decade ago, around 2014. The impetus for this endeavor can be traced 
on multiple levels. On one hand, the collection of parallel literary texts was recognized 
as a tool to overcome the limitations of traditional Serbian-Italian dictionaries (through 
searching the collection of texts and finding applied translation solutions for lexemes 
and structures lacking adequate lexicographic treatment). This collection was also seen 
as a means to introduce documented materials into the teaching of the Italian language 
(in terms of contrastive analysis, syntax, lexicology, phraseology, etc.) and to provide 
reliable material for linguistic research. In this context, we will mention just three 
published works: Moderc [7], which is based on the analysis of approximately 300 
Italian equivalents of the Serbian adverb 'inače'; followed by Moderc [8], presenting the 
initial phase of text parallelization and its potential for evaluating the translations 
themselves; and finally, Ceković-Janićijević [9], an article in which Italian and Serbian 
textual markers are analyzed, starting from the parallel texts made available to them. 

On the other hand, a significant incentive for collecting texts was the fact that 
within researches in Italian studies there was no systematic record of published 
translations of Serbian and Italian authors, translator names were not listed, 
consequently, without specific linguistic material in digital form, it was challenging to 
document the criteria governing literary exchange between Serbia (and former 
Yugoslavia, in the realm of Serbo-Croatian) and Italy. The absence of these parameters 
made it impossible to systematically and quantitatively analyze the quality of existing 
translations. The outcome of future qualitative analyses of translations would primarily 
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have didactic application, without any intention to diminish the value of the effort made 
by the translators whose works are already included in the existing parallel texts, despite 
potential inaccuracies or errors in text interpretation. 

The work on collecting texts was not conducted within a particular formal 
project, and in that regard, the criteria for selection and processing of texts did not 
follow a precise, predetermined procedure. There were no strict deadlines set for 
processing the texts. Initially, the focus was on Serbian authors translated into Italian, 
with sources including the library of Italian Studies at the Faculty of Philology, 
followed by the National Library of Serbia, the University Library "Svetozar 
Marković," and finally, some libraries in Italy, which allowed access to translations not 
available in Serbia (specifically, the translation of Bora Stanković's "Nečista krv"). 
Considering that the number of translations of Serbian works into Italian was relatively 
limited until the 1980s, the decision was made to encompass the majority of existing 
translations, setting aside chronological criteria, which are, however, dominant in the 
didactics of contemporary Italian language (therefore, works by Dositej Obradović, 
Ljubomir Nenadović, and Svetozar Marković were included among the processed 
authors). Strict language criteria for translations into Italian were also set aside, and 
works by Croatian authors, like Miroslav Krleža and August Šenoa, were also included 
in the collection of text. The intention was to gather existing translations into Italian and 
preserve them in electronic form as part of the Serbian and Yugoslav cultural heritage in 
Italian language. 

When it comes to translations of Italian works into Serbian, the initial criterion 
was to digitize translations of established Italian authors of the twentieth century 
(specifically, those already included in Italian literary histories), regardless of the 
linguistic variations of the translations: in former Yugoslavia, some relevant Italian 
novels were translated only once, either in Croatian or in Serbian, and regardless of the 
perception of diversity among these two languages (or variations), in our estimation the 
translation labeled as “Croatian”, deserve also to be included in this selection of 
translations. 

From the 1980s onwards, works by Serbian authors began to be translated into 
Italian in larger volumes. Consequently, the selection of available texts expanded, and 
the criterion of exceptionality or representativeness of translated literary works gave 
way to titles where, in our opinion, commercial reasons may coexist alongside literary 
and artistic criteria. This observation is particularly relevant when it comes to 
contemporary translations from the Italian language, where genres such as romance and 
crime novels are present, and some of these works may not leave a significant literary 
impact; nevertheless, they too contribute to the representativeness and 
comprehensiveness of the linguistic corpus. 

The process of acquiring texts is based on scanning paper editions or 
downloading existing electronic editions, converting them into Word format, technical 
text editing, spell checking, and finally, parallelization using the wrapper LF Aligner2 
(developed by Andras Farkas) that helps translators create translation memories from 
texts and their translations. It relies on HunAlign3 [10] for automatic sentence pairing 
and works for various input formats: txt, doc, docx, rtf, pdf, html. The primary objective 
of Aligner is to produce interchangeable translation memories (TMX), utilizing an open 
XML-based standard designed to facilitate the seamless exchange of translation 
memory data, specifically aligned parallel texts, among various tools and translation 
service providers. Parallel texts are generated in Excel table format and then transferred 
                                                 
2
 https://sourceforge.net/projects/aligner/  

3
 http://mokk.bme.hu/resources/hunalign/  
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to Word as tables. From the perspective of a language teacher, this approach is justified 
by easier access and use of parallel texts in a familiar text processing program 
environment. 

For linguistic needs and simultaneous consultation of multiple texts, the free 
program DocFetcher

4 was used. DocFetcher indexes many texts, enabling the search 
for a sequence of characters in selected texts. The program provides a rudimentary but 
quite satisfactory insight into both the original text and the translated text, meeting the 
needs of language study and analysis. 

After some of the Serbian-Italian parallel texts were processed and made 
available to the public as a corpus as It-Sr-NER, the intention was to make available in a 
new online public corpus all the already parallelized texts, adding to this number those 
texts whose processing was started but was left uncompleted. 

After processing and releasing certain Serbian-Italian parallel texts as the It-Sr-
NER corpus, the goal was to create a new online public corpus comprising all 
previously parallelized texts. This would include texts that had undergone processing, as 
well as those whose processing had been initiated but remained incomplete. 

2.2 Corpus processing, annotation and publication.  The metadata for corpus 
comprise information about author (name and QID in Wikidata), title of the works, 
publisher and year of publishing of the work that was used for digitization, translator(s) 
names, number of translation (1-4), source language code, title of translation, publisher 
and year of translation (used for digitization). Since the ultimate goal is to make this 
collection accessible and visible as much as possible, digital versions of the corpus are 
prepared for several working environments in order to reach different types of users and 
solve different tasks. 

One of the platforms is Biblisha, a tool that offers various possibilities of 
enhancing queries submitted to large collections of TMX documents generated from 
aligned parallel articles, novels or other documents. The queries, initiated by a keyword, 
can be expanded, both semantically and morphologically, using different supporting 
monolingual and multilingual resources, such as wordnets and electronic dictionaries. 
The tool is accessible on the web, both for authorized and unauthorized users, with 
different possibilities (Stanković at al. 2012) [11]. New collection number (15) has been 
created for SerbItaCor3 and two subcollections, 15.1 for Italian novels and 15.2 for 
Serbian novels, and a code was assigned for each author: 15.1.01-15.1.43 for Italian 
authors and 15.2.01-15.2.31 for Serbian authors. Additionally, a code for each (parallel) 
novel is assigned to each work of the author. For example: code 15.1.11 is assigned to 
Calvino Italo and his works are assigned codes 15.1.11.001-15.1.11.014. File name is 
also recorded for word version, excel version (with translation equivalents) and 
generated TMX xml format. If a novel, as “Il barone rampante” of Calvino Italo, has 
three translations, they are coded as 15.1.11.001.1-15.1.11.001.3. We can see in Figure 
1 an example of an excel file containing multiple translations of the “Il barone 
rampante”. 

 
 

 

                                                 
4
 https://docfetcher.sourceforge.io/en/index.html  
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standards for country and language codes, as well as for date and time. A TMX 
document consists of a header (metadata describing the aligned texts) and a body, 
containing a set of translation units (TU) composed of two or more semantically 
equivalent translation unit variants (TUVs). Each TUV contains the text (one or more 
sentences or segments) in one of the TMX document languages, where the text in the 
first TUV is usually in the source language, and the texts in the remaining TUVs are in 
one or more target languages. In this example one translation unit variant is Italian (it) 
and the other is Serbian (sr). A TUV attribute xml:lang denotes the language of the text 
within the TUV.  

Figure 2. An example of the TMX document for the novel “Anikina vremena”

The TMX format can be used for direct upload in Biblisha digita
and for the m tool for textometrie [13]. The use of these two platforms will be illustrated 
in Section 4. For the third version of the corpus, the noSketch engine, additional 
preparation was required and also a custom application in python w
Namely, noSketch engine requires separate files for two languages, with the same 
number of segments in both files. Also, metadata are added as XML attributes of the 
root element for each novel.

The parallel corpus was annotated with part
The Serbian part of the corpus was annotated using a specialized, multi
for Serbian language6 [14], which uses both 
on part-of-speech tagging task using the manually annota
SrpKor4Tagging

8 [16]. This system provides two tagsets: a traditional classification for 
Serbian part of speech tags and a Universal Dependency tagset
is performed after the POS-
Serbian SrpMD [18, 19], incorporated through the aforementioned TreeTagger model. 

                                                
5
 https://github.com/procesaur/tmx2noske

6
 https://github.com/procesaur/BEaSTagger

7
 https://spacy.io 

8
 https://live.european-language-

9
 https://universaldependencies.org/u/pos/
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The Italian part of the corpus was annotated using the Italian TreeTagger model10 
provided by Achim Stein. The tagset used by the Italian model11 comprises 38 tags, 13 
for verbs, 8 for pronouns, 2 for determiners, 2 for prepositions and only one for all other 
categories. 

 
3. Corpus overview 

 
The corpus consists of 243 literary works, 129 written by Italian authors and 114 by 
Serbian, as presented in Table 1. Most of the works are included with one translation, 
but 8 Serbian works have 2 translations, with 3 translations there are 4 Italian and 1 
Serbian novel. One Italian and one Serbian novel have 4 different translations. Luigi 
Pirandelo’s “Il fu Mattia Pascal” (1904, we used a publication from 2001) has been 
translated by Filip M. Dominiković (1927), Miodrag Ristić (1940), Jugana Stojanović 
(1966) and Mirela Radosavljević and Aleksandar Levi (2004). Ivo Andrić’s “Priča o 
vezirovom slonu” (published in 1947; we used a publication from 2012) has 4 
translations: Luigi Salvini (1954), Bruno Meriggi (1966), Dunja Badnjević Orazi and 
Manuela Orazi Bašić (1995) and Dunja Badnjević (2001). The total number of 
translation pairs is 267, 140 for Serbian and 127 for Italian authors. 

 

Language 

Number of translations 

Total works 
Total 

translation pairs 1 2 3 4 

Italian 124  4 1 129 140 

Serbian 104 8 1 1 114 127 

Total 228 8 5 2 243 267 
 

Table 1. Number of translated works per language with number of translations 

The total number of segments is 664.044, where partition with Serbian authors 
has 258.423 aligned segments, and Italian has 405.621 segments. The Italian part of the 
corpus has approximately 11.1 million words (4.9+6.2), while Serbian has 10.4 million 
(4.2+6.1). Figure 3 presents the number of words in the partitions where the source 
language is Serbian (left), per language, and where the source language is Italian (right), 
also per language. 

                                                 
10

 https://cis.uni-muenchen.de/~schmid/tools/TreeTagger/ 
11

 https://cis.uni-muenchen.de/~schmid/tools/TreeTagger/data/italian-tagset.txt 
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Figure 3. Number of words in language parts in partitions by source language
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In this section we will give a few insights from a practical point of view for three 
different environments. The first is Biblisha, with a demonstration of query expansion 
capabilities [20]. Figure 4 presents the panel for search with keyword “vojnik” (soldier), 
with restriction to search over SerbItaCor3 collection. System expands the query 
semantically using Serbian WordNet [21, 22] and adds the synonym “ratnik” (warrior). 
Next query expansion is morphological (based on previously mentioned 
all inflected forms for both words are included in the query. The part of the result can be 
seen in Figure 4, where aligned concordances that contain  
vojnicima… are retrieved and matches are highlighted.

The automatic procedure for introducing all data into Biblisha is an on
activity, but a few novels were manually entered into the database. Biblisha is built over 
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all inflected forms for both words are included in the query. The part of the result can be 

ratnik, ratnika, vojnici, 

The automatic procedure for introducing all data into Biblisha is an on-going 
activity, but a few novels were manually entered into the database. Biblisha is built over 
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Mongo12 database, so JSON format is requ
management.     

 

 
Figure 

 
The second instance of aligned corpus SerbItaCor3 is available via desktop 

application TXM, in which various queries can b
corpus are ITSR23_IT0, the Italian part, and ITSR23_SR1, the Serbian part, so these 
two words should be used in CQL [23] queries.  For example, if we want to explore 
translations in context for the words “guerriero” or
we can submit some of the following queries:
➔ [itlemma="soldato"] :ITSR23_SR1 [srlemma="vojnik"] 

Occurrences of the “soldato” lemma for which we find the “vojnik” lemma in 
the aligned Serbian segment.

➔ [itlemma="soldato"] :ITSR23_SR1 ! [srlemma="vojnik"] 
Occurrences of the “soldato” lemma for which we do not find the “vojnik” 
lemma in the aligned Serbian segment (Figure 5).

➔  <seg> [itlemma!="soldato"]* </seg> :ITSR23_SR1 [srlemma="vojnik"] 
Segments not containing the 
“vojnik” lemma in the Serbian aligned segment.
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database, so JSON format is required with specific procedures for data 

Figure 4. Example of query expansion in Biblisha 

The second instance of aligned corpus SerbItaCor3 is available via desktop 
application TXM, in which various queries can be submitted. Namely, two parts of the 
corpus are ITSR23_IT0, the Italian part, and ITSR23_SR1, the Serbian part, so these 
two words should be used in CQL [23] queries.  For example, if we want to explore 
translations in context for the words “guerriero” or  “soldato” into “vojnik” or “ratnik”, 
we can submit some of the following queries: 

[itlemma="soldato"] :ITSR23_SR1 [srlemma="vojnik"] 
Occurrences of the “soldato” lemma for which we find the “vojnik” lemma in 
the aligned Serbian segment. 

o"] :ITSR23_SR1 ! [srlemma="vojnik"] 
Occurrences of the “soldato” lemma for which we do not find the “vojnik” 
lemma in the aligned Serbian segment (Figure 5). 
<seg> [itlemma!="soldato"]* </seg> :ITSR23_SR1 [srlemma="vojnik"] 

Segments not containing the “soldato” lemma and for which we find the 
“vojnik” lemma in the Serbian aligned segment. 
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ired with specific procedures for data 

 

The second instance of aligned corpus SerbItaCor3 is available via desktop 
e submitted. Namely, two parts of the 

corpus are ITSR23_IT0, the Italian part, and ITSR23_SR1, the Serbian part, so these 
two words should be used in CQL [23] queries.  For example, if we want to explore 

“soldato” into “vojnik” or “ratnik”, 

[itlemma="soldato"] :ITSR23_SR1 [srlemma="vojnik"]  
Occurrences of the “soldato” lemma for which we find the “vojnik” lemma in 

o"] :ITSR23_SR1 ! [srlemma="vojnik"]  
Occurrences of the “soldato” lemma for which we do not find the “vojnik” 

<seg> [itlemma!="soldato"]* </seg> :ITSR23_SR1 [srlemma="vojnik"]  
“soldato” lemma and for which we find the 
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  Table 2. presents absolute frequencies, as the number of occurrences of lemmatized 
word in corpus in Italian and in Serbian part of the corpus. Having in mind that two 
parts have slightly different numbers of tokens, it is common to normalize frequencies, 
so frequency per million words (PM) is also given. 
 

Ran
g 

it 
lemma 

it Freq 
uency

1 il 636297

2 e 334221

3 di 330217

4 essere 261181

5 che 254883

6 a 196080

7 del 186864

8 non 161251

9 avere 157529

10 un 149741

11 in 140896

12 si 126505

13 per 112116

14 al 109775

15 una 95795

16 con 89809
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Figure 5.  Example of query in TXM 

Table 2. presents absolute frequencies, as the number of occurrences of lemmatized 
Italian and in Serbian part of the corpus. Having in mind that two 

parts have slightly different numbers of tokens, it is common to normalize frequencies, 
so frequency per million words (PM) is also given.  

it Freq 
uency 

it Frequency 
PM  

sr 
lemma 

sr Freq 
uency 

636297 48713  jesam 697617

334221 25587  i 360565

330217 25280  da 332539

261181 19995  se 254675

254883 19513  u 238576

196080 15011  biti 181115

186864 14306  na 139318

161251 12345  taj 137366

157529 12060  koji 122789

149741 11464  ja 95857

140896 10787  on 89745

126505 9685  ona 89679

112116 8583  ne 85735

109775 8404  a 71449

95795 7334  kao 63783

89809 6875  od 60013
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Table 2. presents absolute frequencies, as the number of occurrences of lemmatized 
Italian and in Serbian part of the corpus. Having in mind that two 

parts have slightly different numbers of tokens, it is common to normalize frequencies, 

sr Freq 
 

sr 
Freque
ncy PM 

697617 56470 

360565 29187 

332539 26918 

254675 20615 

238576 19312 

115 14661 

139318 11277 

137366 11119 

122789 9939 

95857 7759 

89745 7265 

89679 7259 

85735 6940 

71449 5784 

63783 5163 

60013 4858 
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17 suo 80586 6169  za 59033 4779 

18 quello 75455 5777  sav 54707 4428 

19 nel 74042 5668  hteti 53965 4368 

20 da 73151 5600  što 52218 4227 

21 come 68329 5231  ali 50639 4099 

22 fare 68168 5219  sa 47975 3883 

23 ma 67890 5197  ga 45964 3721 

24 dire 57780 4423  jedan 45940 3719 

25 tutto 56246 4306  moći 44100 3570 

26 se 54311 4158  s 38555 3121 

27 più 54024 4136  svoj 36517 2956 

28 dal 50676 3880  kako 35160 2846 

29 mi 50154 3840  neki 34418 2786 

30 questo 43745 3349  iz 33935 2747 

31 sul 42922 3286  reći 31119 2519 

32 potere 39235 3004  ti 30438 2464 

33 lo 35530 2720  o 30220 2446 

34 mio 34041 2606  onaj 29615 2397 

35 anche 32576 2494  samo 28862 2336 

36 lui 28578 2188  imati 28469 2304 

37 sapere 28393 2174  tako 27582 2233 

38 o 27739 2124  ovaj 27005 2186 

39 vedere 27612 2114  znati 26988 2185 

40 gli 27153 2079  njegov 26287 2128 

41 andare 26627 2038  kad 26028 2107 

42 cosa 26237 2009  ni 25266 2045 

43 solo 26070 1996  po 25178 2038 

44 volere 25724 1969  drugi 25096 2031 

45 perché 25487 1951  ili 24101 1951 

46 stare 25456 1949  moj 23280 1884 

47 così 25049 1918  još 21266 1721 

48 loro 25028 1916  li 20517 1661 

49 quando 24508 1876  do 20406 1652 

50 dovere 24355 1865  više 20318 1645 
 

Table 2. Most frequent words (lemma) in Italian and Serbian part of the corpus 

NoSketch Engine13 is an open-source project combining Manatee, Bonito and 
Crystal into a powerful and free corpus management system [24, 25]. NoSketch Engine 
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is a limited version of the software empowering the 
variant offering word sketches, thesaurus, keyword computation, user
creation and many other outstanding features. An instance of NoSketch Engine has been 
maintained by JeRTeh with num
new parallel corpus SerbItaCor3. Figure 6 presents an example of the CQL query that, 
when positioned on the Serbian part (SerbItaCor3_sr), retrieves concordances that 
contain lemma “ratnik” or “vojnik
lemma “soldato” or lemma “guerriero”: 

[lemma="ratnik|vojnik"] within SerbItaCor3_it: [lemma="soldato|guerriero"]. 
 

 
Figure 6. 

 
5.

 
The paper presents the largest Serbian
SerbItaCor3. This collaborative and multidisciplinary effort aimed to enhance Serbian 
and Italian language teaching by creating and publishing a para
developing supporting transformation applications. Future research on the subject will 
concentrate on organizing additional training to promote corpus and its integration into 
teaching. Enhancing the annotation by adding named entities and 
knowledge bases are identified as one of the goals. Additionally, there is a plan to 
expand the existing selection of texts with new translations of Serbian literary works 
into Italian, and vice versa. The goal is to contribute to a deeper 
linguistic and cultural aspects of translation studies. Apart from using parallel Serbian
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e software empowering the Sketch Engine14

variant offering word sketches, thesaurus, keyword computation, user
creation and many other outstanding features. An instance of NoSketch Engine has been 
maintained by JeRTeh with numerous monolingual and bilingual corpora, including this 
new parallel corpus SerbItaCor3. Figure 6 presents an example of the CQL query that, 
when positioned on the Serbian part (SerbItaCor3_sr), retrieves concordances that 
contain lemma “ratnik” or “vojnik”, and in the Italian part (SerbItaCor3_it) looks for 
lemma “soldato” or lemma “guerriero”:  

[lemma="ratnik|vojnik"] within SerbItaCor3_it: [lemma="soldato|guerriero"]. 

. Example of query in noSketch engine instance 

5. Conclusion and future work 

The paper presents the largest Serbian-Italian parallel literary corpus so far, 
SerbItaCor3. This collaborative and multidisciplinary effort aimed to enhance Serbian 
and Italian language teaching by creating and publishing a para
developing supporting transformation applications. Future research on the subject will 
concentrate on organizing additional training to promote corpus and its integration into 
teaching. Enhancing the annotation by adding named entities and 
knowledge bases are identified as one of the goals. Additionally, there is a plan to 
expand the existing selection of texts with new translations of Serbian literary works 
into Italian, and vice versa. The goal is to contribute to a deeper understanding of 
linguistic and cultural aspects of translation studies. Apart from using parallel Serbian
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14, a commercial 
variant offering word sketches, thesaurus, keyword computation, user-friendly corpus 
creation and many other outstanding features. An instance of NoSketch Engine has been 

erous monolingual and bilingual corpora, including this 
new parallel corpus SerbItaCor3. Figure 6 presents an example of the CQL query that, 
when positioned on the Serbian part (SerbItaCor3_sr), retrieves concordances that 

”, and in the Italian part (SerbItaCor3_it) looks for 

[lemma="ratnik|vojnik"] within SerbItaCor3_it: [lemma="soldato|guerriero"].  

 

Italian parallel literary corpus so far, 
SerbItaCor3. This collaborative and multidisciplinary effort aimed to enhance Serbian 
and Italian language teaching by creating and publishing a parallel corpus and 
developing supporting transformation applications. Future research on the subject will 
concentrate on organizing additional training to promote corpus and its integration into 

linking them to 
knowledge bases are identified as one of the goals. Additionally, there is a plan to 
expand the existing selection of texts with new translations of Serbian literary works 

understanding of 
linguistic and cultural aspects of translation studies. Apart from using parallel Serbian-
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Italian corpus, existing resources also provide a means to explore multiple translations 
in the same language. Hence, there are plans to construct corpora for Italian-Italian and 
Serbian-Serbian language pairs as well. Such parallel corpora are especially valuable for 
the evaluation of text-embedding models, since they are composed of pairs of same-
meaning sentences. Another goal of future activities is to enable query expansion for 
Italian with the introduction of Italian WordNet and other available dictionaries. 
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